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In this fascinating and highly readable book, the author presents an array of evidence--from creation, providence, and
redemption--that God is the most wonderful Person in the universe. Know His better, love Him more through this stirring real-life
drama all around us.
Every moment, every dollar, every talent given to us, if squandered on ourselves, will end up in the fire (1 Cor. 3:13). But the same
resources offered to the Lord in the name of Christ, will be accepted by God as a fragrant reminder of His Son's sacrifice. How do
we come to the point of such commitment? This book gives the happy secret of the life on fire for God.
There are those who believe they can save themselves and those who believe they need a Saviour. This book offers 100 biblical
reasons why a true believer cannot be lost.
Ironside's clear and gracious handling of the much misunderstood doctrine of repentance comes as a breath of fresh air, dispelling
the fog.
This book will bring into clear focus some of the most important teachings in the Word of God, such as: the three tenses of
salvation; position and practice; indwelling, baptism, and filling; Israel, the Kingdom, and the Church.
What food did the ancient Israelites eat, and how much of it did they consume? That's a seemingly simple question, but it's
actually a complex topic. In this fascinating book Nathan MacDonald carefully sifts through all the relevant evidence -- biblical,
archaeological, anthropological, environmental -- to uncover what the people of biblical times really ate and how healthy (or
unhealthy) it was. Engagingly written for general readers, What Did the Ancient Israelites Eat? is nonetheless the fruit of extensive
scholarly research; the book's substantial bibliography and endnotes point interested readers to a host of original sources.
Including an archaeological timeline and three detailed maps, the book concludes by analyzing a number of contemporary books
that advocate a return to "biblical" eating. Anyone who reads MacDonald's responsible study will never read a "biblical diet" book
in the same way again.
This compelling book presents the Biblical teaching on Jesus Christ as both human and divine. H. Dermot McDonald explores
evidence for Jesus' human nature and puts the case for His deity, examines His titles and explains His saving work. The truth this
book uncovers will help Christians grow in knowledge of the real Jesus.
In 1975, the boldest, most extensive project in modern Bible publishing history began. 130 Bible scholars, pastors and
communicators gathered with one goal in mind - to preserve the accuracy, authority and beauty of the King James Version while
updating the language for modern readers. This book offers an insightful glance into the history of this event as only the Executive
Editor, Arthur L. Farstad can tell. If you've ever thought that a room full of biblical scholars sorting through Hebrew and Greek was
boring, then think again. Revealing the pain staking progress that each member of the committee made over the seven-year
process, three distinct sections guide the reader through the purpose of the NKJV translation: Part One: Accuracy Part Two:
Beauty Part Three: Completeness
Can the Bible be approached both as sacred scripture and as a historical and literary text? For many people, it must be one or the
other. How can we read the Bible both ways? The Bible and the Believer brings together three distinguished biblical scholars--one
Jewish, one Catholic, and one Protestant--to illustrate how to read the Hebrew Bible/ Old Testament critically and religiously. Marc
Zvi Brettler, Peter Enns, and Daniel J. Harrington tackle a dilemma that not only haunts biblical scholarship today, but also disturbs
students and others exposed to biblical criticism for the first time, either in university courses or through their own reading. Failure
to resolve these conflicting interpretive strategies often results in rejection of either the critical approach or the religious
approach--or both. But the authors demonstrate how biblical criticism--the process of establishing the original contextual meaning
of biblical texts with the tools of literary and historical analysis--need not undermine religious interpretations of the Bible, but can in
fact enhance them. They show how awareness of new archeological evidence, cultural context, literary form, and other tools of
historical criticism can provide the necessary preparation for a sound religious reading. And they argue that the challenges such
study raises for religious belief should be brought into conversation with religious tradition rather than deemed grounds for
dismissing either that tradition or biblical criticism. Guiding readers through the history of biblical exegesis within the Jewish,
Catholic, and Protestant faith traditions,The Bible and the Believer bridges an age-old gap between critical and religious
approaches to the Old Testament.
Amends the doubts and misconceptions held by many regarding the infallibility, reliability, and historicity of the Bible as the
inspired Word of God.
With compelling clarity, this inviting and informed journey through the Bible offers hope for eternity. Drawing on the author's
passion for the scriptures, his years in an Islamic nation, and thousands of conversations with Muslim friends, this journey offers
insight into life's big picture and clarifies some of the primary differences between a biblical and an Islamic worldview. The guide's
endnotes section clarifies terminology used throughout the text and furnishes background information on customs of the era. A
chapter-by-chapter discussion guide provides 150 questions for further examination as well as an assortment of Bible verses to
spur self-reflection. DOWN-TO-EARTH MIX OF APOLOGETICS & STORYTELLING FROM THE WORLD'S BEST SELLER.
Interspersed with contrastive e-mails from Muslims around the world, this captivating journey through the Bible permits truth
seekers to overcome countless obstacles and encounter the one true God and His amazing plan. Third edition (November 2008)
includes a thought-provoking Discussion Guide. Here is how one American reader described his experience: ONE GOD ONE
MESSAGE answers tough questions. In some mysterious way, I had a sense of drawing closer to the Lord as I read. There have
been a few books I have read in which I had this sense. The pages convey the true and deeper heart of God. This was not just a
book about facts. I have read many of those. This book reaches to the deeper part of our souls for God to touch. DISCOVER THE
MYSTERY. TAKE THE JOURNEY.
Must we live ho-hum, hum-drum lives, talking and singing Christianity on Sunday but living the rest of the week in a spiritual
desert? Is it possible to live above the average? This collection of true-life stories will not only thrill you to read, but can provoke
you-in a good way-"to love and good works" (Hebrews 10:24). These are the accounts of ordinary people who want God to do
extraordinary things through them. And He will! Paul knew the secret when he wrote about such a God who "is able to do
exceeding abundantly above all we ask or think" (Ephesians 3:20).
In the The Will of God is the Word of God Companion Guide, MacDonald divides the study into eight sessions for individuals or
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groups to help understand God's will.
Many sincere, Bible-believing Christians are Calvinists only by default. Thinking that the only choice is between Calvinism (with its
presumed doctrine of eternal security) and Arminianism (with its teaching that salvation can be lost), and confident of Christ's
promise to keep eternally those who believe in Him, they therefore consider themselves to be Calvinists. It takes only a few simple
questions to discover that most Christians are largely unaware of what John Calvin and his early followers of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries actually believed and practiced. Nor do they fully understand what most of today's leading Calvinists
believe. Although there are disputed variations of the Calvinist doctrine, among its chief proponents (whom we quote extensively in
context) there is general agreement on certain core beliefs. Many evangelicals who think they are Calvinists will be surprised to
learn of Calvin's belief in salvation through infant baptism and of his grossly un-Christian behavior, at times, as the "Protestant
Pope" of Geneva, Switzerland. Most shocking of all, however, is Calvinism's misrepresentation of God, who "is love." It is our
prayer that this volume will enable readers to examine more carefully the vital issues involved and to follow God's holy Word--not
man's teachings. "The first edition of this book was greeted by fervent opposition and criticism from Calvinists. In this enlarged and
revised edition I have endeavored to respond to the critics." --Dave Hunt

Now you can study the Bible with the faculty of the Moody Bible Institute! Imagine having a team of 30 Moody Bible
Institute professors helping you study the Bible. Now you can with this in-depth, user-friendly, one-volume commentary.
General editors Michael Rydelnik and Michael Vanlaningham have led a team of contributors whose academic training,
practical church experience, and teaching competency make this commentary excellent for anyone who needs help
understanding the Scriptures. This comprehensive and reliable reference work should be the first place Sunday school
teachers, Bible study leaders, missionaries, and pastors turn to for biblical insight. Scripture being commented on is
shown in bold print for easy reference, and maps and charts provide visual aids for learning. Additional study helps
include bibliographies for further reading and a subject and Scripture index. The Moody Bible Commentary is an all-inone Bible study resource that will help you better understand and apply God's written revelation to all of life.
CD-ROM contains: Introductions and verse-by-verse commentaries to Genesis and Mark's Gospel -- Logos Library
System.
Written for people from every walk of life, the Believer's Bible Commentary: Old Testament is clear and understandable
enough for everyday use, yet provides plenty of resource material for more advanced students, as well as preachers,
teachers, missionaries, and writers.
In this volume nineteen biblical scholars collaborate to provide an informed and focused treatment of biblical perspectives
on children and childhood. Looking at the Bible through the "lens" of the child exposes new aspects of biblical texts and
themes. Some of the authors focus on selected biblical texts -- Genesis, Proverbs, Mark, and more -- while others
examine such biblical themes as training and disciplining, children and the image of God, the metaphor of Israel as a
child, and so on. In discussing a vast array of themes and questions, the chapters also invite readers to reconsider the
roles that children can or should play in religious communities today. Contributors: Reidar Aasgaard David L. Bartlett
William P. Brown Walter Brueggemann Marcia J. Bunge John T. Carroll Terence E. Fretheim Beverly Roberts Gaventa
Joel B. Green Judith M. Gundry Jacqueline E. Lapsley Margaret Y. MacDonald Claire R. Mathews McGinnis Esther M.
Menn Patrick D. Miller Brent A. Strawn Marianne Meye Thompson W. Sibley Towner Keith J. White
Change your attitude, change your life. We’re very good at explaining why we’re unhappy: bad job, bad relationships,
bad luck. But there’s probably a better reason: bad attitudes. In Lord, Change My Attitude, James MacDonald shows us
just how much our attitudes affect our lives. One of his bestsellers, this book is classic James: It’s clear, it’s inspiring,
and it packs a punch. Drawing from the experience of the Israelites who grumbled through the wilderness, MacDonald
shows how bad attitudes rob us of joy. Coveting, complaining, and being critical are not what our hearts were made for.
They were made for thankfulness, contentment, and love. Is your heart straining under the weight of a bad attitude?
Don’t read this book if you’re looking for a quick fix. Don’t read this book if you’re unwilling to change. Read it if you’re
ready for a serious, inside-out attitude adjustment.
You will gain greater knowledge of God's attributes and cultivate the attributes you share with God in your daily Christian
life./ Be encouraged to worship God more sincerely, to trust Him more wholly, to serve Him more faithfully and to seek to
be more conformed to Him in all your ways
-Can an orthodox Christian, committed to the historic faith of the church and the authority of the Bible, be a universalist?
-Is it possible to believe that salvation is found only by grace, through faith in Christ, and yet to maintain that in the end all
people will be saved? -Can one believe passionately in mission if one does not think that anyone will be lost forever?
-Could universalism be consistent with the teachings of the Bible? Gregory MacDonald argues that the answer is yes to
all of these questions. Weaving together philosophical, theological, and biblical considerations, MacDonald seeks to
show that being a committed universalist is consistent with the central teachings of the biblical texts and of historic
Christian theology. This second edition contains a new preface providing the backstory of the book, two extensive new
appendices, a study guide, and a Scripture index.
Studying God's Word should become a delight, a pleasure, and a joy. This little volume is to help chart your own early excursions on the
limitless seas of adventuring into the written Word of God.
Foreword by Richard Bewes. This introduction to the Bible was written with young people and new believers in mind, and outlines both the
structure and the meaning to give the reader a desire to devour and to enjoy God's Word. Each chapter includes study questions.'Steve has a
fever for the Bible and is desperate to infect you! Let him.
Make Bible study a part of your daily life with the thorough yet easy-to-read commentary that turns complicated theology into practical
understanding. The second edition of Believer's Bible Commentary is a one-volume guide that helps the average reader develop basic
knowledge of the Bible. This commentary, written by the late William MacDonald, explores the deeper meanings of every biblical book and
tackles controversial issues from a theologically conservative standpoint while also presenting alternative views. Serving as a friendly
introduction to Bible study, Believer's Bible Commentary gives clarity and context to scripture in easy-to-understand language. Features:
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Introductions, notes, and bibliographies for each book of the Bible A balanced approach to linguistic studies and useful application Comments
on the text are augmented by practical applications of spiritual truths and by a study of typology, where appropriate Colorful maps of the Holy
Land and other useful study helps Can be used with any Bible translation but is best used with the New King James version
Believer's Bible CommentarySecond EditionThomas Nelson
Provides commentary on each book of the Bible and on such topics as biblical archaeology, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and the apocrypha of both
the Old and New Testament.
We should take time to revel in God's creation. Everything He made is marvelous beyond description. This thrilling book takes the reader on
a journey through creation, providence and redemption, proving again that our God is wonderful. The more we spend time with Him, the more
we know Him. The more we know Him, the more we will become like Him.
A classic, one-volume commentary written with an uncompromising commitment to the inspiration, authority, and integrity of the Scriptures.

One way to ensure that our days on earth count for God is to fill our minds and hearts with the "engrafted Word" that we
might grow by it. For this reason we take pleasure in issuing this book of invigorating meditations on the Word of God
from the crisp, Christ-exalting writings of William McDonald. These devotionals are not intended to replace the reading of
the Word, but to stimulate your thinking in Scripture, and, by God's grace, to help you apply the truth to your daily walk.
There's no better way to start the day than with an encouraging portion from God's Word. Each daily meditation is just a
page long, but with each scripture presented in a fresh way, William McDonald stirs your heart to practical devotedness
to the Lord.
What every disciple is called to is as radical as it comes. For more than half a century, practicing and proclaiming biblical
discipleship has been the author's heart-beat. This is that life's ministry captured for you in a book.
The MacArthur Bible Commentary treats every passage of the OT and NT phrase by phrase, with hundreds of word
studies as sidebars throughout.
Tony Evans is one of the most influential church leaders of our time and has been studying and preaching the Gospel for
over 50 years. He is senior pastor of Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship in Dallas, TX and founder of The Urban Alternative, a
ministry which promotes a kingdom agenda philosophy designed to enable people to live all of life underneath the
comprehensive rule of God. The Tony Evans Bible Commentary includes an introduction to each Bible book followed by
passage-by-passage exposition of the entire Bible by Dr. Tony Evans. In addition, there is a special front matter section
with introductory resources. The insights in this commentary will help explain God’s Word in a fresh way. Applying these
truths will empower readers to have transformed lives that then transfer the values of the kingdom of God to others. The
Tony Evans Bible Commentary features the highly readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB).
The CSB stays as literal as possible to the Bible's original meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage
with Scripture's life-changing message and to share it with others.
How might our understanding of God's Word be deepened if we recognized the significance of the signs and symbols
found within its pages--signs that would have been obvious to the original readers? From the tree of life to Noah's ark,
from circumcision to animal sacrifice. From the feasts, the Passover lamb, and the manna in the wilderness to the
furniture in the tabernacle and the visions of prophets. From the Lord's Supper to baptism and from the cross to the
empty tomb. Throughout the Scriptures, signs and symbols weave a consistent message of God's presence, grace, and
faithfulness. This illustrated resource will help readers understand key biblical images that reveal God's purposes and
truth. Each entry includes multiple illustrations, explanations, and key Bible passages. Sidebars, quotes, and photos
make this guide approachable and engaging.
This book is a clarion call for all Christians to follow their Master's command and to Be Holy. In the world of today, where
holiness is set aside and considered outdated, the vital truth of holy living by the Christian has never been more relevant.
Christlikeness produces holiness, and Mr MacDonald stresses its importance as he looks at every area of the Christian
life. This book makes compelling and searching reading for those who are serious about obeying The Forgotten
Command: Be Holy.
Has anyone seen my time? I’ve misplaced it. We have schedule planners, computerized calendars, smart phones, and
sticky notes to help us organize our business and social lives every day. But what about organizing the other side of our
lives?the spiritual side? One of the great battlegrounds is within the private world of the individual. The values of our
Western culture would have us believe the busy, publicly active person in ministry is also the most spiritual. Tempted to
give imbalanced attention to the public world at the expense of the private, we become involved in more programs, more
meetings. Our massive responsibilities at home, work, and church have resulted in many good people on the verge of
collapse. In this updated classic Ordering Your Private World, Gordon MacDonald equips a new generation to live life
from the inside out, cultivating the inner victory necessary for public effectiveness. “With much enthusiasm I recommend
this book to all of you who, like me, need order in your private world.” ?Charles Swindoll, Chancellor, Dallas Theological
Seminary
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